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Coptic Language
Spoken in Egypt mainly in the first millennium CE, 
last phase of the Egyptian language 

Ancient Egyptian borrowed from Greek, Greek loan 
words 

Written in an extended form of the Greek alphabet 

Sahidic dialect (considered the classic form of the 
language)



Coptic Language
Written texts do not contain any word divisions 

Modern conventions spell words in bound groups, 
containing a content lexeme that is usually a noun or a 
verb, along with clitic articles, auxiliaries, prepositions and 
object or possessor pronouns 

Coptic is head-initial, Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), nouns 
carry grammatical gender (M/F), and adjectival senses are 
generally supplied by nouns (e.g. “person of wisdom” = “wise 
person”) or verbs (e.g. “become white”, or “be white”) 



The Gospel According to Thomas



Micheal W. Grondin’s interlinear



Sources

22,777 known Coptic sources (as of April 2019), including fragments, 
codices, indexed by Trismegistos database 

Most manuscripts are waiting to be digitized, but some are already available 

Coptic Scriptorium 

Corpus dei Manoscritti Coptic Litterari 

St Shenouda the Archimandrite Coptic Society 

Digital Edition of the Coptic New Testament 

Marcion Project



Motivations: 

Automatic analysis of texts, including classic 
uses of NLP, word similarity tasks, 
classification of texts, and enhancing 
performance of information retrieval  

Text reuse: TRACER (Göttingen), compare 
texts looking for similarities, makes use of WN 
hierarchies



Automated Construction Approach

Expansion approach rather than Merge 

Use word-aligned dictionaries between Coptic and the five other 
languages: English, Greek (modern + ancient), French, German, and 
Czech 

Naive algorithm, Multilingual sense intersection 

Word alignments across an increasing number of languages have 
been shown to incrementally constrain the semantic space of a word  

Inspired by work by Bonansinga and Bond, 2016; Bond and 
Bonansinga, 2015



Multilingual Sense Intersection
Concepts suggested by more languages have a 
higher chance of being correct 

Within concepts having same # of language 
matches, metrics to rank (ranking score): 

# of individual lemmas matched in each 
language  

Part-of-speech congruency, 

Ambiguity of each lemma 

Lemma-concept saturation level (i.e. for each 
concept being suggested, what percentage of 
lemmas was seen to inform the same concept, 
per language) 

Full description of this will be reported in a future 
paper (author: Luis Morgado da Costa)



Coptic Dictionaries and Resources

Dictionaries (Crum, 1939. Oxford) 

Coptic Dictionary Online (English, French, 
German) 

MARCION (English, French, German, Czech, 
Greek) 

Dictionary of Greek Loan Words in Coptic 
(DDGLC) (Ancient Greek, English)



Lemma Alignments by Resource



Collated WNs
Built small local multilingual wordnet 

Stage 1: 

PWN, GermaNet, Open German Wordnet, Wordnet Libre du Francais 
WOLF (French), Greek Wordnet + OWN includes a few thousand new 
senses for English, including pronouns, exclamatives, and a number of 
basic senses missing from PWN 

Stage 2: 

Added a merged Greek lexical resource (Greek WN + Ancient Greek 
WN) 

Czech Wordnet



Coptic Wordnet Coverage



Notes About Coverage
Senses distributed among 25,871 synsets, fairly well across 
different parts of speech 

Cover about 77.4% of the list of 5000 core word senses in 
PWN, the usual measure for coverage for a WN 

7 senses per nominal synset 

12.2 senses per verbal synset 

May have so many senses because a single lemma can take 
many forms and spelling variation (future work to explore)



Sense Matching
Test how our wordnet fared in a task of sense 
matching over open text 

Small corpus of 52,789 word tokens was used, 
and 20,235 (38,3%) out of all tokens were able 
to find a compatible entry in the Coptic WN 

Fits with other experiments done for Ancient 
Greek (34%) and Latin (33%)



Evaluation: Manual Checking

0,1,?  

1: attesting the existence of the candidate sense, (i.e. the lemma was known to include the 
meaning proposed by the candidate synset) 

0: rejecting the possibility that the candidate lemma could be used in the candidate sense,  

and the question mark ? “uncertain”



Evaluation

Blind review of 300 senses 

Two scholars with different focus of study, 
reading Coptic daily  

Texts related to Shenoute (PhD student) 

Nag Hammadi texts (Prof)



Evaluation Results

Agreement between the two reviewers: 68% 
(204/300), refers to agreement in accepting 
or rejecting a candidate sense



Union and Intersection

Union: Percentage of senses accepted by either of the reviewers (either said “1”) 

Always rewards the reviewer who claims to know the existence of a sense 

Intersection: Percentage of senses accepted by both reviewers (both said “1”) 

When one said “uncertain”, we looked at the other reviewer’s responses and 
counted it if it was “1”



Work-in-Progress
Larger evaluation where we have balanced the sample (w/number of 
languages)  

Determine a confidence score for each sense, filter the size of the 
wordnet depending on the task  

Text Reuse: TRACER application to find text reuse, replacing words, 
the WN provides synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, co-hyponyms 
(future paper, hierarchical traversal) 

Create and annotate a sense-tagged corpus, alongside the WordNet, 
gain word frequency information, test for coverage and review 
concepts in context



Future Work
Link Coptic WN to the Coptic Dictionary Online (CDO), following 
practices of Linked Open Data connected to CDO entries 

Inform multiple Coptic pre-processing tools, help in tasks such as 
part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization 

Other Digital Humanities work within the domain of Theology, 
Digital Philology, CILI theology concepts 

Provide a tool for the study of Coptic-related language evolution, 
including the problems of concept drift (how concepts travel 
through space and time)



Release

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International License (CC BY 4.0) 

Github (coptic-wordnet): 

OMW tsv files to be used with Python NLTK 

WN-LMF format (for CILI)



Thanks!
Thanks go to: 

Tonio Sebastian Richter and Katrin John from 
DDGLC 

Adam Rambousek for access to in-progress 
Czech Wordnet.  

Milan Konvicka for MARCION


